
Turbo Handyman- Home Repairs & Maintenance - Newcastle

Even an average homeowner is able perform some house repairs and home
improvements.

Here are some of the most cost effective do it yourself home repairs.

Painting
This may be the easiest and one of the most valuable handyman jobs and home
improvement any homeowner can make. Painting jobs requires very little
investments, budget and supplies.

General cleaning
These simple do it yourself handyman repairs can be as simple as thoroughly
cleaning the inside and outside of can make your home more livable and free
from dirt and insects that may cause damage to some partws of your house.

Kitchen and Bathroom Renovation
Some examples of of common do it yourseld handyman repairs in the kitchen and
bathroom include good cleaning, new cabinetry and some hardwares.

Free Up Closet Space
There are many do it yourself closet kits available at home improvement stores,
on the internet and in department stores. Installation is generally simple and easy,
and this do it yourself repair can usually be done over a weekend.

New Lightings
New lighting fixtures, or cleaning the old ones is one of the most cost effective do
it yourself home repairs that a homeowner can make.

Remodel the Exterior of Your House
Your home's exterior is the first thing you, and everyone else sees. Examples of
popular do it yourself home repairs for the exterior of the home include painting
the front door. Other exterior improvements can be as simple as trimming
overgrown shrubs, planting flowers and keeping the grass neat and trimmed.

Simple Plumbing Repairs
This DIY repairs include fixing dripping faucets and installing new, modern
bathroom fixtures.

There are more simple DIY repairs such as a stuck cabinet drawer or burned out light bulbs
are easy do it yourself home repairs.

Call Turbo Handyman for all your home repair and
maintenance needs at 0420 352 023!
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